Літня Школа Україністики
Summer School of Ukrainian Studies

29 травня – 23 червня 2017 року
May, 29 – June, 23, 2017
Welcome to ancient Kiev on the picturesque banks of the Dnieper!

You will work with:

1. **Larysa Kadurina** – head of the Summer School of Ukrainian Studies, head of “Academic programs of KMA Ltd.”, lecturer in general and Slavic linguistics in NaUKMA;
2. **Maksym Vakuliuk** – instructor of Ukrainian history;
3. **Oleksandra Khalayim** - lecturer in ecology of the Science faculty;
4. **Oleksandr Ostapko** – instructor of Ukrainian and Russian languages;
5. **Alina Pastukhova** – instructor of Ukrainian language and literature,

and students of NaUKMA:

*Oleksandr Frankiv, Anastasia Saichuk, Yaroslava Kovalchuk, Victoria Nosach, Dmytro Zeleniak, Anastasia Shymkovych*
The program of Summer School of Ukrainian Studies
(29 May – 23 June 2017p.)

May 28 (Sunday)
Meeting at “Boryspil” airport. Transfer to Kyiv. Check-in (Voloska str. 8/5).

May 29 (Monday)
13.00 – 14.30 Introducing participants of the Summer School. Festive lunch (Refectory "Academy"). Discussion of the program
14.30 – 18.00 Tour through the center of Kyiv (Kiev subway Khreshchatyk, T. Shevchenko Boulevard, Taras Shevchenko Park, Taras Shevchenko Kyiv National University, the first President of Ukraine Michael Hrushevsky monument, Opera House, Golden Gate);

May 30 (Tuesday)
08.30 – 10.00 Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, O. Ostapko, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 Lecture - discussion of the problems of ecological culture and ecological game about the rules of the usage of the natural resources (teacher - O.Khalayim building 9, room. 24)
13.30 – 14.30 Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
14.30 – 18.00 Historical Review, tour around Kyiv - Mohyla Academy; Ivan – Valentine Zadorozhniy memorial Art Museum "Hata" (Gallery of Arts. Oleny Zamostian Cultural Arts Center of NaUKMA), a monument to Grigory Skovoroda, P.Sahaydachnomu monument, Prygoroshcha Church, fountain "Samson", St. Katherine monastery.

May 31 (Wednesday)
08.30 – 10.00 Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 Ukrainian Mythology (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.10 Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
14.20 – 18.00 Visiting the exhibition at the Pinchuk Art Center; Mariinsky park. Puppet theater. Bridge of lovers. Water museum.

June 01 (Thursday)
08.30 – 10.00 Russian instructor (teacher - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (teachers - A. Pastukhova, O.Ostapko, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 Ukrainian Mythology (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.30 Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
15.00 – 18.00 Visit to St. Sophia Cathedral, St. Michael area, monument to Princess Olga, St. Michael's Cathedral, monastery bell tower.
June 02 (Friday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 Ukrainian literature (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.30 Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
14.30 – 18.00 National Museum of Arts.

June 03 – 04 (Saturday - Sunday) Days off.

June 05 (Monday) День Святої Трійці. Day off.

June 06 (Tuesday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, O. Ostapko, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 History of Ukraine (instructor – M.Vakuliuk, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.10 Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
14.10 – 18.00 Historical and Cultural reserve of Kyiv-Pechersk. Lavra. Tour through the caves.
   (Str. Sichnevoho Povstannya, 21).

June 07 (Wednesday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 History of Ukraine (instructor – M.Vakuliuk, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.30 Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
15.00 – 18.00 Museum of the Great Patriotic War 1941 -1945, Exhibition of military equipment.
   Park of Eternal Glory, the eternal fire. Monument to the victims of Holodomor. The scenery of the left bank of Kyiv.

June 08 (Thursday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 History of Ukraine (instructor – M.Vakuliuk, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.30 Lunch (NaUKMA dining)
15.00 – 18.00 National museum of Ukrainian History. (Volodymyrska str. 2).
   Golden Gate. Kyiv small sculptures.

June 09 (Friday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30 Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15 History of Ukraine (instructor – M.Vakuliuk, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.30 Lunch (NaUKMA dining)
   St. Andrew’s Church.
### June 10 - 11 (Saturday - Sunday) Days off.

### June 12 (Monday)
- **08.30 – 10.00** Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
- **10.00 – 11.30** Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
- **13.30 – 14.30** Lunch (NaUKMA Dining).
- **15.00 – 17.00** Chornobyl museum (Khoryva str. 1)

### June 13 (Tuesday)
- **08.30 – 10.00** Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
- **10.00 – 11.30** Ukrainian language (instructor – A. Pastukhova, O. Ostapko, building 9, rooms 24,33).
- **13.30 – 14.30** Lunch (NaUKMA Dining).
- **15.00 – 18.00** Gryshko National Botanic Garden, Vyubetskiy monastery.

### June 14 (Wednesday)
- **11.00 – 16.00** Excursion to Pyrohovo Museum of Architecture and Life Ukrainian people - one of the largest museums open air (area of 150 hectares).
- **17.00 – 17.45** Supper.

### June 15 (Thursday)
- **08.30 – 10.00** Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
- **10.00 – 11.30** Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
- **13.30 – 14.30** Lunch (NaUKMA Dining).
- **15.00 – 18.00** The Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko Museum of Arts (Tereshchenkivska str. 15).

### June 16 (Friday)
- **08.30 – 10.00** Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
- **10.00 – 11.30** Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
- **13.30 – 14.30** Lunch (NaUKMA Dining).
- **15.00 – 18.00** Literary and Memorial House-Museum of Taras Shevchenko (Shevchenko lane 8a), Maidan Nezalezhnosti (Maidan of Independence).

### June 17 - 18 (Saturday - Sunday) Days off.

### June 19 (Monday)
- **08.30 – 10.00** Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
- **10.00 – 11.30** Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
- **11.45 – 13.15** Ukrainian folklore (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, room 24).
- **13.30 – 14.30** Lunch (NaUKMA Dining).
- **15.00 – 18.00** Kyiv funicular, St. Michael’s Square, St. Michael Cathedral, a monument to Princess Olga, Vladimir Hill, a monument to the St. Vladimir.
20 June (Tuesday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30  Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15  Ukrainian folklore (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.00  Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
14.00 – 18.00  Museum of the soviet repressions (Stelmaha str. 6-a)

21 June (Wednesday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30  Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15  Ukrainian folklore (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.30  Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)

15.00 – 18.00  Memorial Babyn Yar. Cyril Church. The first Kyiv tram

22 June (Thursday)
08.30 – 10.00  Russian language (instructor - O. Ostapko, building 9, room 33).
10.00 – 11.30  Ukrainian language (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, rooms 24,33).
11.45 – 13.15  Ukrainian folklore (instructor - A. Pastukhova, building 9, room 24)
13.30 – 14.30  Lunch (NaUKMA Dining)
15.00 - 17.00  Boat trip on the Dnieper

23 June (Friday)
12.00 – 14.30  The ceremonial completion of the program. Presentation of diplomas.
               Farewell dinner. NaUKMA Art Gallery
19.00  Performance in National Opera of Ukraine.

24 June (Saturday)
Check out. Departures from the airport

We are looking forward to seeing You and Your friends next year

Our address:
Ukraine, 04070, Kyiv,
Skovorody str., 2,
Kyiv-Mohyla Academy

Tel. + 380 44 425 10 47
e-mail: lari@ukma.kiev.ua
http://summerschool.ukma.edu.ua